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ABSTRACT 

One of the major and relatively recent developments in modem educatíon has been 
the attempt to incorpórate technological innovations as an aid in the leaming activity. 
More specificaUy, such development has been manifested to a large extent in the área 
of language leaming and teaching. The integration of the microcomputer, for exam-
ple, in the language classroom at elementary or advanced levéis continúes to raise the 
interest of a large body of teachers and educators. However, despite a widespread 
enthusiasm in some academic and educational circles, the absence of a theoretical ba-
sis for the integration of the computer in the classroom, on the one hand, and the lack 
of coordination between hardware/software producers and curriculum developers, 
on the other, have resulted in a rather limited role for the computer in education. 
This, in tum, has produced a kind of skepticism among some teachers about the po-
tential of the computer in language leaming. Drawing on current debate in the field 
and using concrete examples within the European context, the present article focuses 
on what the authors beUeve to be an important aspect in language leaming: the role 
of CALL (Computer Assisted Language Leaming) in enhancing cultural awareness 
and understanding, changing attitudes, and improving the leaming procesa. 
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1. iNTRODUCnON 

In recent years, the use of the microcomputer has become widespread in 
many áreas of social activities. This is due, in part, to a rapidly developing 
technology and to the relatively easy and accessible use of such machines. 
Dobberstein (1993: 429) argües that "computers have become a conunodity 
technology partly because of this mass documentation, for the goal of much of 
it is to make the prívate, coded discourse of technical professionals accessible 
to those with no formal training in computers. Not even the advent of the au-
tomobile, which marked the previous popular revolution in technology called 
forth so much explication of technical matters". At the linguistic level, one may 
also note the preponderance of computer-related neologisms provoked by a ge-
neralized interest in computers and particularly in conununication networks 
(e.g. multimedia, superhighways, World Wide Web, etc.). Such terminology is 
becoming increasingly part of the daily discourse in newspapers and other me
día of conununication, and even in individual interaction. 

In education, despite a cautious skepticism among some language tea-
chers, there is a growing demand for the integration of the computer in the lan
guage course. This is clear, for example, in the current educational reforms in 
many European countries which emphasize the positive valué of the incorpo-
ration of Information technology in school curricula. In specialised academic 
circles, there is a constant effort to promote a constructive debate on the sub-
ject and provide a forum for discussion among teachers, policy makers and 
software developers,. This is the case, for instance, of the recently established 
EUROCALL (European Association for Computer Assisted Language Lear-
ning) whose aims include the promotion of the use of foreign languages in Eu-
rope; the provisión of a European focus for all aspects of the use of technology 
for language leaming; the enhancement of the quality, dissemination and efñ-
ciency of CALL materials. (cf. EUROCALL leaflet). On the other hand, the 
skeptical altitudes towards the use of the computer in the classroom which pre-
vail among some teachers may be explained within a number of dimensions. 
One of these is the lack of basic knowledge about general Information techno
logy, which makes some teachers rather reluctant to explore an unknown área. 
Also they may not be entirely favourable to further training that requires more 
time and effort. 

The argument put forward in the present article evolves around the as-
sumption that the process of language leaming can be particularly enhanced th-
rough appropriate uses of the computer. It draws essentially on the current the-
oretical debate in the fíeld of CALL and also on the fíndings and conclusions 
of previous research studies in this área. The focus is not so much on the com-
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puter itself (i.e. hardware, software, etc.) but rather on thefunction of the Com
puter and the role it plays for enriching the learning process, improving attitu-
des, and increasing the leamer's motivation. 

2. EUROPEAN EDUCATION AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

The improvement of the learning and teaching of foreign languages wit-
hin Europe has long been the preoccupation, at least at the offícial level, of na-
tional education authorities. European Community programs such as LINGUA 
—especially in its Action III which provides for measures to improve foreign 
language learning and encourage the exploitation of the newer technologies to 
provide greater flexibility, índividualism and motivation— and DELTA (Tele-
matic Systems for Flexible and Distance Learning) have a wide range of Eu
ropean funded projects involving theoretical and practical research in the large 
área of language and technology (cf. Commission of the European Communi-
ties, 1993a); Moreover, within each member state there is an attempt to bring 
forward new proposals for the adaptation of the school curriculum to the cu-
rrent progress made in the field of Information technology. 

It is important to note that recent developments in modem education sys-
tems strongly emphasize the vital role of the computer in the classroom. In 
most European countríes, educational reforms point clearly to the integration 
of technological innovations in the classroom context, although in practical 
terms the successful implementation of such decisions varíes from one 
country to another. Thus, in the United Kingdom, for example, where such is-
sues have become focal points in the national curriculum, the positive dimen
sión of modem technology in education is evident as the foUowing extract de-
monstrates: "Audio, video and Information technology all open up a range of 
new possibilities for communicative activities such as accessing reference da
ta, using word processors to re-draft text and analyse language, and commu-
nicating via International electronic mail-boxes with schools in other coun
tríes. (...) All these activities within the language classroom should be 
embedded in the framework of the school's policy on cross-currícular educa
tion" (National Currículum Modem Languages Working Group: Initial Advi-
ce 1.8). Also, in the Netherlands, the Dutch Ministry of Education set up se-
veral projects to stimulate the introduction of computers into secondary 
schools and to provide courses for the training of teachers in computers (cf. 
Bongaerts cr a/., 1988). 

Similarly, in Spain, despite an inmiense shortage of technical and finan-
cial resources, the latest changes in the national education system known as 
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LOGSE (Ley Orgánica de Ordenación General del Sistema Educativo) point 
to the incorporation of modem information technology in schools. This is cle-
arly emphasized in the Boletín Oficial del Estado which states that: "La ver
tiginosa rapidez de los cambios cultural, tecnológico y productivo nos sitúa 
ante un horizonte de frecuentes readaptaciones, actualizaciones y nuevas 
cualificaciones. La educación y la formación adquirirán una dimensión más 
completa de la que han tenido tradicionalmente, transcenderán el período vi
tal al que hasta ahora han estado circunscritas, se extenderán a sectores con 
experiencia activa previa, se alterarán con la actividad laboral. La educación 
será el principio básico del sistema educativo" (MEC, 1990; BOE del 4-X-
1990). In this respect, a number of educational bodies have already become 
engaged in the task of adapting the leaming activity to the latest changes in 
communication networks. One may mention, as a case in point, the efforts of 
the Spanish Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia and its commit-
ment to the development of computer software as an aid for distance langua-
ge leaming although a great deal remains to be done in this área to take full 
advantage of the multimedia technology for purposes of open and distance le
aming. 

It is perhaps in the Federal Republic of Gemiany where changes involving 
the incorporation of information technology in schools have significantly taken 
place. In Germany, education, especially in matters of school stmcture, orga-
nization and curricula, is the responsibility of the individual states (Lánder). In 
1984, foUowing an extensive cooperation between the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Lánder govemments, the joint Bund-Lander Commission for 
Educational Plaiming and Research Promotion paved the way for the creation 
of what became known as the overall concept whose aim is to ensure that all 
pupils between 13 and 15 years of age receive basic information training as 
part of their general education (Hasemann, 1992). 

One interesting aspect of the Germán experience is that the provisión of 
computer training for both the teachers and the pupils is reinforced by the awa-
reness of other negative aspects of computer technology. The purpose of this 
exercise is "... to impart certain 'computer maturity', and not simply to teach 
the application and handling aspects of computers. Pupils should be familiari-
sed with individual áreas, effects and risks of the application of computers, as 
it transpires more and more that it is, in fact, more important for a computer 
operator to be knowledgeable about the subject he is treating with the aid of a 
computer, than to know about the computer itself' (ibid., p. 226). In short, the-
se are only instances of some of the official measures undertaken in a number 
of European countríes to promote the incorporation of information technology 
in education. 
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3. T H E ROLE OF THE COMPUTER 

The computer can play a variety of roles in the process of language lear
ning. Mohán (1992), for example, considers three models of the role of the 
computer in second language learning in his discussion of appropriate use of 
computers, namely the computer as a language teacher, as a stimulusfor talk; 
and as a contextfor cognitive language development. Each of these is assessed 
and evaluated under three criteria: testability, consistency with research in lan
guage development, and appropriacy in the use of computer resources. As for 
the first model. Mohán argües that it is defensible despite a number of attacks. 
It also raises the issue of when formal teaching is appropriate, and the question 
about how "computer resources can be used for this purpose with elegance and 
power" (p. 124). It appears that leamers are inclined to interact more among 
themselves than with the teacher and that future research on interaction at the 
computer may prove useful. 

Mohán, however, finds that the role of the computer as a stimulus for talk 
may not be entirely appropriate or as natural as ordinary conversation. As for 
the third model, he argües that the computer may prove appropriate as a means 
for the development of cognitive-academic language proficiency. The author 
concludes that "to explore altemative models of the role of the computer is to 
see further possibilities for research and development and to reflect on the íis-
sumption of research in language learning in general" (p. 124). 

The idea that the computer is there to substitote the teacher is rather un-
substantiated; the role of the teacher is vital in the teaching of a language. Johns 
(1986: 151) has made it clear: ".... CALL should, if it is to make máximum use 
of the possibilities opened up by the new technology, involve more than simply 
making the computer a sort of surrogate teacher or trainer..., it offers both lan
guage leamers and language teachers a research tool for investigating 'the 
company that words keep' that has hitherto usually been available only on 
mainframe computers to academic researchers in such ñelds as computational 
linguistics, lexicography, and stylistics." 

The use of the computer in language learning has been restricted to a va
riety of activities involving primarily drills of all sorts. In fact, software develo-
pers, working almost entirely on their own, have produced a whole range of ma
terial aimed exclusively at the lexical and grammatical levéis with what appears 
to be a mechanical view of learning. Repetitive tasks, múltiple cholee exercises 
based on 'Wrong, Try Again' format, vocabulary, and gap-filling have domina-
ted the scene of the computer in the classroom. While it is true that such CALL 
packages can, as Chester (1990: 5) put it, "... help to diminish teachers'time 
spent on routine grammar and lexis, and indeed do offer some prospect of a re-
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medial resource for those teachers who see students' grasp of grammar being in-
cieasingly unsatisfactory" , it is rather a narrow view to perceive the use of the 
Computer exclusively as a range of structural drílls and practices. As will be dis-
cussed below, there are indeed other culturally-oriented programs with a com-
municative outlook to leaming which do appear to have far-reaching results. 

4 . TOWARDS A HUMANISTIC APPROACH TO LEARNING 

Part of the criticism directed at the use of the computer in the leaming ac-
tivity involves the abundance of computer software designed and based on a 
mechanistic view of leaming which has its origin in the behaviorist approach. 
Such material seems to be devoid of the communicative aspect of language -
the basis of human interaction. Instead, it consists of rather monotonous and re-
petitive tasks (Ahmad et al., 1985). The lack of a theoretical basis for the de-
velopment and implementation of CALL materials in language leaming activi-
ties is an área which continúes to preoccupy a growing body of researchers. 
Although there has been a great deal of ambitious pioneering work in the lan
guage and computer área, relatively little has been done in the design of a the
oretical framework for the integration of the computer in the language classro-
om, a framework which embodies both technical aspects of information 
technology and language leaming theory. More than often, language computer 
programs are designed and implemented without any theoretical considera-
tions. Ng and Olivier (1987:1) rightly point out that "curriculum developers 
and instmctional designers, concemed with the quality and efficiency of lan
guage leaming, and aware of the penetrating technology, work in an absence 
of guiding principies". One consequence of this state of affaírs is that evalua-
tion - a keyword in any leaming activity - becomes a rather absurd concept. 
What is clearly needed, as Kohn (1993: 68) explains "is a hoUstic approach, 
which sets out to intégrate technology development into the broader context of 
human communication and language leaming in such a way that it is made su
bordínate to the requirements of the human leamer." 

Far from criticizing or, indeed, praising any particular language leaming 
approach or method (each has its own meríts and defects), one can point out, 
however, that an altemative to the behaviorist concept of leaming can be found 
in what is referred to as the humanistic approach advocated by a number of 
writers (cf. Kohn, 1993; Stevens, 1992; Graham, 1986; Papert, 1980). In such 
an approach, emphasis is made particularly on developing the ability to com-
municate and share one's valúes and opinions in the leaming process. Accor-
ding to Rivers (1981:89), the humanistic approach has resulted in the incorpo-
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ration in language learning materials of vocabulary and actívitíes for develo-
ping a better understanding of others' feelings, and for sharing one's valúes 
and viewpoints with others. "With this re-emphasis on individual worth and 
difference, language teachers became conscious of the fact that individual stu-
dents prefer different modalities of learning ... they also leam at different rates 
and employ quite different strategies for understanding and retaining the mate
rial to be leamed. With this new understanding teachers were no longer satis-
fied with a monolithic 'what is good for one is good for all' approach" (ibid.). 
Viewed along these humanistic lines, the learning activity becomes part of the 
socialization process of the leamers and may therefore lead to benefícial results 
socially and academically. Kohn (1993), on he other hand, stresses that com-
puter-assisted language learning is not only about technology but it is also and 
foremost "about human beings - their cognitive power to creatively acquire and 
leam a second language for communication purposes, and about the socio-psy-
chological forces shaping the intent, direction and manifestation of the indivi
dual leamer's learning activity" (p. 68). 

5. SOCIOCULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF C A L L 

As argued in the previous section, many studies have so far emphasized the 
practical and structural aspects surrounding the use of the computer in langua
ge learning. These activities involved tasks such as "... teach and reinforce 
grammatical structures by drill and practice,... to develop reading, writing and 
comprehension skills, to give rapid feedback on aura woik,... to develop trans-
lation skills, and as an important tool in the development of supported self-study 
work" (Alian, 1990: 73). Yet, little or practically no attention has been directed 
to what is referred to here as the sociocultural dimensión of CALL, namely at-
titudinal/motivational orientation and cultural awareness. Under the above hea-
ding, the main argument evolves around the question of how the integration of 
the computer in education, especially in the language course may influence the 
learning process and contribute to an improvement of the linguistic and cultural 
context in which it is employed. Three áreas will be highlighted below in rela-
tion to CALL: language attitudes, cultural awareness, and gender issues. 

5.1. CALL and language attitudes 

Attitudes and motivation are undisputed elements in successfül language 
learning. Various studies have stressed the importance of attitudinal factors and 
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how they determine successful acquisition of a foreign language. It has often 
been indicated, for instance, that leamers who have favourable altitudes to-
wards a language and towards its speakers and their culture tend to be more 
successful in their leaming than those who have negative altitudes (Gardner 
and Lamben, 1972; Burstall et al., 1974; Gardner, 1985). There are, however, 
other variables which might account for individual differences in L2 leaming. 
Evidence from empirical research suggests that teaching methodology, age, ap-
titude and verbal intelligence should all be taken into account. The importance 
of societal factors such as socio-economic grouping, parental support, and the 
altitudes of the leamer, the leacher and the leamer's peers and parenls is also 
widely recognized. One may even include other factors such as personality 
with its components namely, the presence or absence of extroversion, confi-
dence and perseverance, which are likely lo influence the leamer's achieve-
menl. All ihese dimensions have been subject lo much sludy and debate. 

Molivation can play a particularly signifícanl role in the leaming of a fo
reign language. Researchers in this área have dislinguished al least two types 
of molivation, viz. instrumental which is characlerízed by a desire to gain eco-
nomic or professional advantages, and integrative which reflects a willingness 
or desire to become associated with the targel language group (cf. Gardner and 
Lamben, 1972). In a survey of young people in Europe carried oul by the Com-
mission of the European Communities in 1987, it was reponed that 29% wan-
ted to leam more languages to increase their career possibilities, while 14% 
wanted them in order to Uve, work, or study. The largest category, 51%, how
ever, were motivated by 'personal interest' (Cook, 1991: 73). A more recent 
survey by the same commission revealed that 61% of young Europeans felt that 
leaming a foreign language is very important, while 36% thought it was useful 
to leam other languages (Commission of the European Communities, 1993b). 

Molivation may be cultivated in the leamers by stressing the academic and 
professional benefits Ihey may derive from knowledge of a second language, 
and also through cultural exchanges. There already exisl some ways of expo-
sing the leamer to authentic situations in the foreign language such as the an-
nual school trip and individual exchanges during the summer holidays. Even in 
the classroom context such exposure is made possible in a few schools with the 
help of the foreign language assistant. All this gives the leamer a good oppor-
tunity for direct contact with the target language. There is, however, a further 
development in this área using the computer and the electronic communication 
tools. Bus and Austin (1992: 51) have argued that the potential of the electro
nic media as a means of providing regular access to authentic texts and real lan
guage exchanges with pupils abroad are stíll to be explored. One example of 
such exchanges is the well established International Newspaper Days which in-
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volves the transmission of materials via the computer. Through Campas elec-
tronic mail, pupils from three European countries- France, Germany and 
Spain- exchanged information and articles to produce a newspaper to be circu-
lated to the participants. 

5.2. Language and cultural awareness 

A small number of initiatives have already been taken in some European 
countries primarily to promote linguistic and cultural awareness among the le-
amers. One instance of such activities is the European Studies Project (Bus and 
Austin, 1992), a six-year development program (1986-1992) involving contact 
between schools in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium, France and Ger
many. Such contact is essentially based on a whole range of communication 
modalities such as the use of electronic mailing, satellite and computer confe-
rencing for the exchange of all sorts of information among the participating 
schools. Although the initial emphasis was on European awareness rather than 
language, the exchange of information on issues such as the environment or, 
more generally, social studies involved the use of different languages. In fact, 
in 1991, a modem language unit was introduced for 14-16 year oíd pupils who 
used electronic mailing to exchange details about their education and family 
backgrounds. The immediacy of contact offered through e-mail seems to be a 
great advantage for keeping pupils' motivation and interest in knowing more 
about their friends in other schools in the UK, France, or Belgium. Thus, the 
use of electronic resources such as computer communication software to esta-
blish and maintain contact with leamers firom distinct cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds can enhance the learning activity and enrich and diversify the 
content of the school curriculum. Certainly, the basic use of a word-processor 
with all the associated routine activities such as planning, checking layouts, 
grammar and styles and spelling, can improve writing skills (cf. Pennington, 
1993). 

Another concrete example of appropriate use of the computer to improve 
cultural awareness is the Northern Ireland context where most Catholic and 
Protestant children attend sepárate schools (cf. Pritchard and Loulidi, 1994; 
Smith and Robinson, 1992; Loulidi, 1990b). Relatively recent legislation in
volving educational reforms introduced a number of changes in the system. 
One of these is the introduction of two themes known as Education for Mutual 
Understanding (EMÚ) and Cultural Heritage, which are taught on a cross-cu-
rricular basis in primary and secondary schools. The aim, of course, is to ame-
liorate relations between the two communities and enhance communication 
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and understanding. In this situation of conflict, the role of the computer as an 
instrument for contact between schools of distinct denomination becomes par-
ticularly relevant. A number of Protestant and Catholic schools from both 
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland already form part of a computer 
network through which exchange of information vía electronic mail takes pla
ce. One objective of such exchange is to familíarize pupils from the two com-
munities with each other's cultural background. 

5~3. CALL and gender íssues 

Another área in which the computer may have an influential role in chan-
ging leamers' attitudes to language leaming is the differences in the perception 
of foreign language leaming between girls and boys. In the United Kingdom, 
and perhaps in other English speaking countries, one of the concems for a lar-
ge body of educators and language teachers is the imbalance in the number of 
boys and girls in the language classroom (Loulidi, 1993; Powell, 1986). Gene-
rally, languages seem to appeal more to the girls than to the boys. One reason 
for this State of affairs is the negative attitudes associated with leaming a fo
reign language among the boys. It has emerged from research studies that boys 
and girls, in general, have different attitudes towards language leaming. Girls, 
we are repeatedly told, tend to show significantly more positive attitudes than 
boys do. The findings of Burstall and her co-workers (1974), for instance, con-
fírmed that the attitudes of the girls leaming French were consistently more fa-
vourable than those of the boys. This fínding which has been corroborated in 
other research studies (cf. Pritchard 1987, Loulidi, 1990a) has been interpreted 
as stemming essentially from society which prescribes different norms for each 
of them. It appears that in many contexts, language leaming does not seem to 
conflict with society's norms for girls, whereas it does for boys (cf. Loulidi, 
1993, McDonough, 1981). 

The idea that French, perhaps the most widely taught language in the UK, 
is generally regarded as 'feminine' may explain the unpopularity of this lan
guage among the boys. It is tme that in the popular imagination French is 
usually 'associated with fine wines, good cooking, haute couture and luxuríous 
perfumes - all either "domestic" or "feminine" in orientation' (Pritchard, 1987: 
69). This, it has been suggested, may be seen by boys as incompatible with 
their emerging masculinity. However, it is important to note that the perception 
of French as a feminine language seems to differ from one society to another. 
The fíndings of CarroU's intemational study of achievement in French (Carroll, 
1975) suggest that there may probably exist a stereotype of femininity asso-
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ciated with the French language in English-speaking countries but not perhaps 
in other countries. Against this background, one may argüe that the integration 
of the Computer in the language classroom may assist in changing some of the 
negative attitudes and stereotypes associated with language leaming. 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIÓN 

In short, the major argument in the present article evolved around the idea 
of integrating the computer in the classroom as an instrument for changing the 
leamers' attitudes, improving their motivation and increasing their linguistic 
and cultural awareness. As has been discussed above, the computer can play an 
important role in all these áreas. It seems that information technology in gene
ral has made long strides in assisting with the general leaming activity. Howe-
ver, it still hasn't been fiíUy employed in education. There still persist various 
obstacles among which: 

(1) the shortage offinancial and technical resources in the vast majority 
of schools. The relatively elevated costs of computer hardware and 
software and the absence of technical and trained personnel to install 
and guarantee the smooth running of the equipment often make some 
educational authorities reluctant to consider the use of the computer. 

(2) the incompatibility of electronic materials between the schools. For 
network communication between schools in different European coun
tries, perhaps the fact that there are no standardized norms goveming 
which type of equipment to use poses some technical impediments. 
The discrepancies in the systems used are quite sharp. There is, for 
instance, a predominance of BBCs and Nimbuses in many schools in 
the United Kingdom, of Commodores in Germany, and of a variety of 
IBM Compatibles in Spain. Problems of compatibility will inevitably 
arise (cf. Ruipérez, 1990: 51-52). 

(3) teachers' skepticism. As discussed above, there are still many teachers 
whose skeptical attitudes to the computer make them reluctant to use 
the computer in their classrooms. Teachers may well explore the po-
tentials of such machines in the hope of improving the teaching and 
leaming of languages. As Green (1991: 62) puts it "If a teacher has 
the confídence to try something new in the genuine belief that it will 
improve the leaming capacity of the class, enhance the enjoyment of 
the subject and créate a better leaming environment then I feel that the 
risk is worth taking." 
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Far from advocating the integration of the computer in the language cour-
se as a teacher substitute, the present article stresses that information techno-
logy in education should be used as an instrument, a teaching aid which could 
be positively employed in the classroom to enhance the leaming process. 
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